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ABSTRACT 
The article deals with the problem of architectural parterre as an 
environmental object in urban realm structure. Tendencies in urban building 
are described, resulting in architectural parterre formation. The rates of urban 
density and number of floors, where architectural parterre is formed, are 
provided. The description of 3-D elements, that are included in architectural 
parterre structure, is indicated. This article gives the analysis of architectural 
parterre human perception peculiarities. On the grounds of conducted 
analysis, the article presents urban design elements, by means of which the 
architectural-artistic appearance of architectural parterre is formed. The 
article makes a description of the urban design revealed elements and 
systematizes them. 
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Introduction. Urban design as a particular type of activity occurred as a result of unification 
in shaping of objective-spatial urban environment. Beginning with the 70s of the ХXth century the 
usage of urban design and fine arts resources in urban environment shaping are being increased. 
Introduction of design is becoming more and more task-oriented and local.  
One of the principal problems of urban design is community commitment increase in towns 
and cities. For this purpose, special attention is given to walking routes and open spaces. The tendency 
of organising in towns and cities walking routes directed at provision for pedestrians the whole 
network of recreation landscape objects. Namely in footways of urban environment a person 
participates much in social processes. The most common type of safe environment organising is the 
road surfaces liquidation in urban streets. The main goal of walking routes networks organising is the 
integration of cultural and natural resources in urban environment. The organising of the current 
recreational system takes place in the architectural parterre structure too. The amenities of urban 
environment for a human being is connected with physiological human features. The possibility of 
urban environment perceptual unity, facilities of obtaining information, proportion of 3-D elements 
and convenience of substantive content. The content of architectural parterre with elements of urban 
design depends on the human activity type. The human activity type in urban environment becomes 
more and more unpredictable and various, that causes hardships in any urban environment unification.  
The relevance of research is determined by modern tendencies in urban environment 
formation, where the knowledge of systematization may become necessary for setting up a convenient 
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environment in architectural parterre structure. Thanks to the complex structure of architectural 
parterre is pending a decision of object shapes disproportional to a human being in urban environment.  
Research data. The architectural parterre introduction in itself is connected with the theory of 
storeys number and urban density. The increasing of storeys number caused shaping discretional to 
human architectural environment. Architectural parterre starts shaping under conditions of storeys 
number, from 5 to more storeys in a building, when urban density equals 200-250 persons per hectare. 
Under such conditions the physical conditions of architectural parterre can vary on the average from 
0,5 to 5 hectares, depending on building density and total area of open spaces, that may belong to 
architectural parterre. 
Architectural parterre is an environmental object in urban environment structure with the 
systems of interior and exterior spaces, limited by building facade at the level of primary two or three 
floors of building, including in itself elements of streets footways and small open spaces, restricted by 
building (Dubinskiy, 2017). 
Architectural parterre includes in itself a variety of 3-D elements. These elements have 
differences on the basis of functional features and compositional location in urban environment. 
The main types of 3-D elements of architectural parterre in urban environment:  
- Linear space. Linear spaces include pedestrian streets, street elements out of road surface, 
footpaths in the middle of quarter building. 
- Angular intersection of two streets. Angular intersection of two streets can have rather different 
compositional features: it can be interior or exterior corner, fascia, conduction, lean-to and etc. 
- Street niche or inner court. 
- Spaces, protecting against external impact, such as: porch, gallery and so on. 
- Interior spaces, that by means of constructive solution integrated into street.  
The architectural parterre shaping often emerges within specified city-planning criteria. 
Primarily they are urban density, block sizes, street footway width etc. The street footway width is 
determined, as a rule, based on human size, flow intensity and acceptable distance for different types 
of human activity (Lang, 2006). Based on the size of pedestrian spaces, emerge certain acceptance 
visible angles of facade buildings, and 3-D elements of architectural parterre. The acceptance in itself 
takes place at two levels: optical and sensory (Harris, 1998). 
At the sensory level of perception peripheral vision and different kind of analysers are used. A 
human being perceives touching, scents and acoustic information. Such information may include: 
finish and slope of pavement, objects elements under touch, environmental temperature, 
aerodynamical alterations because of surrounding objects and others. Under the conditions of 
peripheral vision, the floor flatness is perceived, that is located below the vision conus, as a rule it is 6-
6,5м ahead of pedestrian (Harris, 1998). 
At the optical level of perception, the zone of high vision activity is used. In the zone a human 
perceives the outside environment within the range 30º in vertical direction and 60º in horizontal direction. 
Under the conditions of many multy-storeys building this angle allows to embrace in full measure the 
primary 2 or 3 floors of building, depending upon the width of street footway and storeys height. 
The perception of architectural parterre can be performed both in horizontal direction, and in 
vertical direction, depending on objects locality according to human vision conus. The most 
convenient conditions for human perception are those, that a human being can perceive integrally, in 
addition having relatively strong rate of space protection. The urban environmental protection is 
carried out based on human being movement in the system of space limits. 
In the course of architectural parterre formation urban design is embodied at the level of 
separate object and space formations in the city. The urban design elements that form the image of 
architectural parterre include: architectural solution of facades at the level of primary two or three 
storeys, urban sculpture, meaningful high technological content, street furniture, light and colour 
design, means of visual communications (Михайлов, 2011). 
Architectural solution of facades at the level of primary two or three storeys of building. 
Under the life's activity variety in modern city the primary floors of high-density building have rather 
various catalogue of functions. The facade detachment at this level permits visually to restrict urban 
environment, that could be perceived integrally by the vertical angle of vision. Under such an 
acceptance much attention is paid to primary levels of building and multi-storeys buildings become 
not so massive and heavy for visual perception. The designer's facilities in such a situation are rather 
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various, namely: style contrast, constructive detachment, compositional accent and so on. The 
introduction of such a method can be under way in the course of existing facade system 
reconstruction, using supporting or other protecting structures. Also, on facades are created the 
separate artistic compositions made of object forms, letter compositions et cetera. 
Landscape design. The usage of natural elements in shaping of architectural parterre allows to 
decrees deleterious influence of anthropogenic environment to a human being, and also to recreate an 
imagery of habitual for a human being natural habitat. The natural elements are embodied in greening 
of architectural parterre spaces, wall gardening, container-type planting, water elements etc. On the 
contrary to traditional type the usage the landscape design is introduced under conditions of prevailing 
artificial territories over natural ones. It causes the strong deficit of territories, available for landscape 
greening. In architectural parterre for the given problem solution the following means are used: wall 
planting, container-type planting, water elements, plant barriers etc. Artificial landscape forms are also 
widely used, that needn't extra care for themselves. 
Small architectural forms. These elements are the most various content of the urban 
environment, they include: shadow shelters, arbours, fountains, public transport stops, booths, 
informational stands, phone boxes, etc. Small architectural forms can emphasize the urban 
environment, being architectural monuments, works of park and garden and landscape architecture, 
municipal improvement elements. Small architectural forms use for design of streets, main lines, 
parks, squares, palace territories. They can fully reflect environment originality of environment, 
national colour, originality of the created object and also to perform their function (Осипов, 2015). 
Street graphics. Street graphics includes fine arts works, which integrated into urban 
environment. Such elements are the cheapest remedies against monotony and utility of urban 
environment, in this case the main sphere of activity are solid gable facades, continuous end faces of 
buildings and simple in form facades of commercial institutions (Михайлов, 2011). 
Urban sculpture. Sculptural compositions most often integrate into the structure of 
architectural parterre in combination with small architectural forms and elements of improvement. 
Materials and stylistic component of sculptures are rather various and often depend on area image in 
already formed town-planning situation. Sculptural forms create the image of architectural parterre at 
the expense of their thematic and semantic component and also at the expense of their scale optimum 
for visual perception (Михайлов, 2011). 
Meaningful high technological content. In the structure of architectural parterre for comfort 
increasing, informational content and functionality of urban environment use meaningful high-tech 
content. The content includes: thermometers, watches, television screens, surveillance cameras, 
ATMs, solar batteries, etc. These elements become smaller by size, more dynamic, functional, 
wearproof and informative. In architectural parterre it is necessary to stipulate conditions for easy 
mounting and dismantling of such elements. 
Street furniture. Street furniture includes: benches, urns, added to facades show-windows, artificial 
barriers, etc. Use of street furniture allows to provide the use of architectural parterres for recreation and 
informal communication. Also, the synthesis of object and urban design is provided that emphasizes the 
environmental image. The main criterion during formation of these elements is their ergonomics. 
Light and colour design. The design in architectural parterre forms the image of urban 
environment at night-time, however making it more artistic, safe and attractive from the commercial point 
of view. Lighting can emphasize the plasticity of facades at the level of two or three floors of the building, 
keep composition and image of 3D elements of architectural parterre. For this purpose, use facade lighting, 
outdoor lightning, lighting of separate object forms, street lighting (Крижановская, 2006). 
Means of visual communications. In the structure of architectural parterre these means of urban 
design are used for urban environment orientation improvement and increasing of informational content. 
These means include: advertising, informational displays, signs, type compositions. By means of visual 
communication facilities rational usage, becomes easier fulfilment of living abilities in urban environment.  
Conclusions. The article examines the town-planning conditions under which the architectural 
parterre is formed. The types of 3-D elements of architectural parterre were characterized. The peculiarities 
of architectural parterre perception by human being were examined. On the basis of the conducted by the 
article analysis the elements of urban design, that form the artistic image of architectural parterre were 
researched. The following elements of urban design were discovered: architectural solutions of facades at 
the level of primary two or three floors of building, landscape design, small architectural forms, street 
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graphics, urban sculpture, meaningful high technological content, street furniture, light and colour design, 
means of visual communications. The discovered element allows to approach to the problem of 
architectural parterre forming for making comfortable urban environment proportional for the urban realm 
inhabitant at the level of two or three floors of building. 
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